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Abstract 
             The purpose of this project study  spectrum of the moon and mars by comparing spectrum of both object and also 
comparing dark and bright area of the mars.  The data was taken from 0.7 m telescope at Narit regional Observatory for 
the Public at  Nakhon Ratchasima Province. We founded that the  slope of spectrum of mars is higher than moon. From 
the result can be  explain that Mars appear red. Furthermore, we compare between dark and bright area of the mars. The 
spectroscopy analysis of mars and moon are similar. Bright area have strong Al Ni C and N  elements more than dark 
area. However, the reasons might be atmosphere of light scattering. 
 

1. Introduction 
Mars and Moon can’t produce their own light. They are receive from sunlight. The spectroscopy method can 

detect  a chemical element and compound. Both spectrum show absorption lines. This work show that the spectrum 
observed the reflected planet spectrum. 

 

2. Materials and Method 
    1) Process spectra with the AudeLa software and reduce noise again with gaussian filter using Visual spec software. 
    2) Normalized spectrum by using ISIS software, analyzed the chemical with Visual spec software. 
 

3. Result and Discussion 

       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 Spectrum of the Moon and Mar. 
 

From Fig.1 comparing the spectrum of Mars and the 
Moon, The author found that there are absorption lines of Al, 
K, N, C, H, Fe and Mg. For absorption lines of Ti and Th 
found only  in the spectrum of the Moon and absorption lines 
of Ni found only in the spectrum of Mars. 

Fig.2 Spectrum of bright and dark area of Mars. 
 

From Fig.2 there are absorption lines of Al, H, N, Fe, 
Mg on bright and dark area of Mars. 

Fig.3 Normalized spectral and find area of elements. 
From Table 1 (Compering spectrum of Mars and the Moon) 

1) The author found that Mars has strong absorption lines of Fe, N, K and C but weak absorption lines of Al and Mg. 
2) There is stronger absorption lines of N from bright area more than dark area on Mars. 
3) There are the similar absorption lines of H on the Moon and Mars. This indicates that H is not found on both objects. 

 

3. Conclusion 
The spectrum present  spectrum of mars and moon in different slope. Mars  is higher slope than Moon. From the 

result can be explain that  Mars appear red. A chemical element analysis in bright and dark area of mars 
show  strong  absorption lines of Al Ni C and N in bright area. 
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